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Dear colleagues
We arrived to the last month of 2021, a year that spoiled us with plenty of surprises, many challenges and
successes and brought us a good amount of new, dedicated people to our team. There are many stories to
reflect upon, but unfortunately, we cannot dive into each of them in detail, therefore we try to summarize some
of the highlights from the past two months. In this edition, we would like to share our trip to EASV in Esbjerg, we
hide a funding success story in plain sight, and we tell you what is going on lately in Taiwan.
We would like to use this opportunity, to wish all our employees a (‘hyggelig’ and safe) merry Christmas
and a fantastic New year! We are looking forward to make 2022 just as successful year, together as the
Semco Maritime Team

The Innovation Team - Alexia, Martin and István
EASV Innovation Camp 2021

Every year Business Academy South West sets out a 3-day Innovation Challenge for
their students, and this year, the Innovation team presented the challenge that they
were to solve. 6 groups of 6 students each came up with some really great insights
for how we could commercialize Automatic Corrosion Management in our industry
– and boy, were we impressed! At the end, however, only one group can be named
winner, and aside from the honor of winning the challenge, they will represent the
Business Academy in the Semco Innovation Challenge with our partners from Total
Energies in the new year.

Funding of 15,8 mio. DKK for our Corrosion Project received!

Our Automatic Corrosion Management project has received funding for 15,8 mio.
DKK for the continuation in an interest journey! The project has been funded by
EUDP for the project, which is now named PACMAN (Predictive Automatic
Corrosion Management).
As the name hints, the focus of the project will be to predict the development of
corrosion offshore, and with that, be able to predict the needed repair and associated
cost of corrosion.
In the project we have partnered up with IPU, AAU, MMSurvey, Energy Cluster
Denmark and TREFOR – we really look forward to the next steps!

Innovation presenting at Taiwan-Denmark Offshore Wind
Innovation Forum

On October 28th, the Innovation Team presented our Datainsigt project, headed by
our colleague Peter Rex Drescher, in the Taiwan Denmark Offshore Offshore Wind
Forum hosted by the Trade Council of Denmark in Taipei, Energy Cluster Denmark,
The Taiwan Industrial Development Bureau, and MIRDC. The purpose of our
presentation was to present ourselves as pioneers in the offshore wind industry,
whilst putting a focus on our innovation dedication and capabilities. The event was
live-streamed to hundreds of participants with interest in the Taiwanese offshore
wind industry, and it was a pleasure for us representing Semco Maritime!

